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related to scheduling in Flexible Manufacturing System.
Scheduling is an important decision making problem in FMS.
Effective scheduling increases the efficiency and effectiveness
of the system. Scheduling becomes complicated with increase
in the number of workstations.

AbstractFlexible Manufacturing System [FMS] is an automated
manufacturing system which provides several types of
flexibilities like machine flexibility, routing flexibility,
volume flexibility etc. These flexibilities provide a lot of
benefits in terms of reduction in idle time, work in process,
system unbalance etc.

The present works deals with scheduling of 4 jobs on 4
machines.Each of the job have certain operations and some of
the operations can be performed on more than one machine.
So, two different loading cases are being discussed to process
the job. The parameters like makespan, idle time, flow time
and utilization of machines are calculated for each of case
from the schedule obtained from TMFR, STPT and genetic
algorithm. The results obtained from these algorithms are
compared with each other to measure the various performance
measures of FMS. It has been found that genetic algorithm
minimizes the makespan as compare to the TMFR and STPT
algorithm.

The present work deals with scheduling in FMS with an
objective of minimizing the makespan. Scheduling is a
process of arranging, controlling and optimizing the work and
work load. Two types of scheduling algorithm- priority
scheduling (TMFR and STPT) and evolutionary algorithm
(Genetic Algorithm) are suggested in this paper. These
algorithms are implemented in MATLAB. Performances of
these algorithms are compared with each other. Results show
that the genetic algorithm perform better than the priority
scheduling for minimizing the makespan. It minimizes the
makespan and maximizes the machine utilization. It has been
found that genetic algorithm is a better scheduling technique
for optimizing various performance measures in FMS.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The FMS was developed in mid 1960s by the name of
system24. For the last three decades great progress have been
made in the field of scheduling in FMS. The various types of
traditional technique like integer programming, linear
programming etc. were used for optimization purpose in FMS
during the early phase of research work in scheduling. For the
last few years, Artificial intelligence techniques, genetic
algorithm, fuzzy logic etc. are widely used for sequencing and
optimizing several process parameters related to FMS.

Keywords- FMS, Scheduling, Makespan, Genetic Algorithm,
TMFR.

INTRODUCTION
FMS is a highly automated manufacturing system which
provides various types of flexibilities like machine flexibility,
routing flexibility, product flexibility etc. The various types of
flexibilities in FMS provide a lot of benefits in terms of
reduction in inventory, idle time, mean flow time and increase
in the utilization of machines.

Shankar and Tzen(1985) proposed a solution for scheduling
problem in random FMS which consists of Loading and
Sequencing. Loading and scheduling were considered two
independent tasks. Giffler and Thomson(1960) used
enumerative procedures for solving scheduling problem of n
jobs and m machines. Toker et al.(1994) developed an
approximation algorithm for scheduling of n jobs and m
machine. Shaw and Winston(1989) used artificial intelligence
for scheduling of n jobs on m machine. Chan et al.(2001)
addressed dynamic scheduling for FMS. N. Jawahar(1998)
discussed scheduling problem by using genetic algorithm in
which makespan was used as a criteria as a measure of
performance. A. Kumar (2005) used constraint based genetic
algorithm to solve problems associated with machine loading
in random FMS. Huang et al.(2013) considered the
minimization of the sum of the weighted earliness and
tardiness costs by using ant colony optimization. Jerald et al.

Today, FMS is capable of meeting the demand of huge
population with a variety of products. FMS has very high
level of automation and suitable for batch production. It
consists of a series of workstations which are mechanically
connected by automated material handling system(AGVs,
Robot etc.) and electronically connected by a computer
control system. FMS has higher productivity than NC
machine tool and higher flexibility than transfer lines. So
FMS is a compromise in between NC machine tool and
transfer lines.
FMS encounters two types of problems i.e. design and
operational problem. The operational problem includes
loading, scheduling and control problem. The present work is
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(2005) used particle swarm algorithm for minimizing the total
penalty cost and machine idle time for a scheduling problem
in FMS. Burnwal and Deb(2013) used cuckoo search method
in MATLAB for minimizing the total penalty cost and
machine idle time.

Assumptions
1 The material handling time is insignificant as compare to the
operation processing time.
2 No breakdown in machine occurs during the processing of
the jobs.
3 Processing of operations are sequence independent.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
FMS Configuration

Objective Function

The FMS considered in this work consists of four machines.
Each of the machines is flexible in nature and connected
electronically by a computer control system. Each of the
machines has its own robot for handling the material and there
is an AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle) for moving the jobs
from one workstation to another workstation. There is one
independent APC (Automatic Pallet Changer) and ATC
(Automatic Tool Changer). Parts are loaded and unloaded
from a loading and unloading station and an automatic storage
and retrieval system(AS/RS) is used for storing the work in
process.

The objective is to minimize the makespan.
Makespan= Max(T1,T2…..Tn)
Ti= ∑ Oij where j varies from1 to n.
Mean Flow Time = ∑Fi/ n
Where i= Job number
j= operation no
n= Number of jobs
Oij= Time taken for jth operation of ith job
Fi=Completion Time- Due Date, for job i.
Since the operation O1, O4, and O8 can be processed on more
than one machines. So two different loading conditions are
considered for minimizing the makespan.
Case 1: When O1, O4, and O8 are processed on M1,M4 and M2
respectively.
Case 2: When O1, O4, and O8 are processed on M4,M1 and M3
respectively.
For each of the case, makespan, average idle time, average
flow time, average machine utilization and optimum sequence
are obtained from generating schedule by implementing
TMFR, STPT and genetic algorithm in MATLAB.

Figure 1. FMS Layout
There are 4 jobs which are to process on the four machines.
The problem objective is to minimize the makespan. The
processing time information for each of the operations on
various machines are given in table 1. The processing time
information and priority rule act as input for generating the
schedule which minimizes the makespan.

METHODOLOGY
The present work contains 2 priority algorithm (TMFR and
STPT) and genetic algorithm for minimizing the
makespanThese algorithms are described in this section.

Table 1 Input Data
Part Type

Operation

Processing
Time(Minutes)

Machine
No.

A

O1

25,25

M1,M4

O2

24

M3

O3

22

M2

O4

26,26

M4,M1

O5

11

M3

Step 4.1.1: a)Input the total number of part types (1,2,3…n)
and total number of machines(A,B,C….K).

O6

14

M3

b) Each job is to processed in prescribed order say ABC...K.

O7

25

M4

O8

22,22

M2,M3

c) The actual or expected processing times are known and
represented by a table as shown in the table 2-

O9

25

M1

B
C
D

TMFR (Two Machine Fictitious Rule)
TMFR algorithm is used for scheduling of n jobs and m
machines. This algorithm determines the optimum sequence
for determining makespan. The algorithm is as follows-
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variable itself. Genetic Algorithm does not involve use of
derivatives, it uses objective function directly and can be
applied to any kind of function whether it is convex, concave,
continuous or discontinuous. Traditional optimization
techniques start with a single point for optimization while
genetic algorithm uses population of points to optimize a
fitness function.

Table 2. Processing Time Information of Jobs
Job

A

B

C

1

A1

B1

C1

2

A2

B2

C2

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

n

An

Bn

Cn

…..

….

…..

…..

K

Genetic Algorithm is widely used in control, design,
scheduling, robotics, machine learning, signal processing,
game playing etc.

Kn

The key benefits of genetic algorithm are-:

Step 4.1.2: If the minimum time of first and last machine is
greater than the maximum time of intermediate machines then
the n job m machine problem can be converted into n job 2
machine problem.If the fictitious machines are represented by
a and b then the processing time of these fictitious machines
can be calculated as follows
ai = Ai + Bi+………………….+(K-1)i

1.

Support multi-objective optimization.

2.

Modular, separate from application.

3.

Good for noisy environment.

4.

Inherently parallel and easily distributed.

Steps in genetic algorithm

bi = Bi + Ci+………+(K-1)i + Ki
If this new problem will be solved for scheduling of n jobs on
2 machines the resulting sequence will also be optimal for the
original problem.
Further if Bi + Ci+………+(K-1)i + Ki =K where K is a fixed
positive constant for all jobs, then the given problem can be
solved simply as n job two machine problem.

1.

A set of random population is generated which
consists of n chromosome. Each of the chromosome
acts as suitable solution for the problem.

2.

Each of the chromosomes is used to evaluate the
value of the fitness function f(x).

3.

New populations are created by repeating the
following steps-

Step 4.1.3- If step 2 is not satisfied then n×m problem is split
into a number of n×2 subproblems. The number of such
subproblems will be m-1. Thus a 3 machine problem will
involve 2 subproblems, a 4 machine problem will involve 3
subproblems and so on.

3.1 Selection-: It involves selection of two parent
chromosomes to produce offspring. Better the
fitness of the parents, bigger chances of
selection.

For example: A 4 machine problem involving machines
A,B,C and D will yield the following 3 machine subproblems:

3.2 Crossover-: Crossover is a genetic operator
and it is applied to ensure that offspring is not
exact replica of the parent.

1.

Involving machine A and D

2.

Involving machines AB and CD

3.

Involving machines ABC and BCD.

3.3 Mutation-: Mutation operation is applied with
certain mutation probability to mutate new
offspring at each locus.

After that each 2 machine subproblem is solved by using n
jobs and 2 machine algorithm. All the solutions are examined.
The sequence that involve the least processing time is the
optimal.

STPT(Shortest Total Processing Time) Rule
According to this rule, the part having least processing time is
processed first.

Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm which is
based on the Darwin’s theory of survival of the fittest. It is
very different from various traditional optimization
techniques. It deals with coding of variables instead of
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4.

New offspring is put into population pool and newly
generated population is used for evaluating fitness
function.

5.

If the end condition is satisfied and convergence
criteria are met, then find the best solution in current
population or return to step 2 for fitness evaluation.
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Genetic Algorithm Flowchart

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Genetic algorithm and two priority rule (TMFR and STPT)
are used for determining the sequences of jobs which
minimizes the value of makespan. These algorithms are
implemented in MATLAB. Further, the optimized value of
average idle time, average flow time and average machine
utilizations are calculated corresponding to the minimum
value of makespan for two different loading conditions. Case
1 represents the loading condition when O1, O4, and O8 are
processed on M1,M4 and M2 respectively while Case 2
represents allocation of operation O1, O4, and O8 on M4,M1
and M3 respectively. For each cases comparisons are made by
using each of the algorithms and then both cases are compared
with each other to find out the operation allocation which
minimizes the makespan.

Table 4. Results of Comparison of FMS parameters by
scheduling algorithms for case 1
Makespan Avg.IdleTime AvgFlow Avg.Utilization Sequence
Time
TMFR

72

29

41

0.60

BCAD

STPT

96

47.5

48.5

0.51

BCDA

Genetic
Algorithm

65

24

41

0.67

CBAD

Table 4 shows that among all the algorithms, genetic
algorithm gives the minimum value of makespan. Genetic
algorithm not only minimizes the makespan but also
optimizes the value of average idle time and average machine
utilization. Further, the comparison between TMFR and STPT
priority rule depicts that TMFR priority rule is better approach
for minimizing makespan as compare to STPT rule. However,
it can be seen that STPT priority rule perform better for
minimizing average flow time.

Figure 2 Genetic Algorithm Flowchart

Genetic Algorithm Parameters
The parameters which are used in genetic algorithm are given
in the table 3.
Table 3. Genetic Algorithm Parameters
Initial Population
Reproduction
Crossover Probability
Mutation Probability
Termination Criteria
Population Type
Mutation
Crossover

50
Tournament Selection
0.6
0.01
100 Generations
Double Vector
Adaptive Feasible

Figure 3 Graph showing the value of best fitness
(Makespan) for case 1

Two Point Crossover
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Figure 3 shows that the minimum value of makespan obtained
by genetic algorithm is 65 when operation O1, O4, and O8 are
processed on M1,M4 and M2 respectively.The solution
converges in 74 iterations and the optimized value of average
idle time, average flow time and average machine utilizations
corresponding to minimum value of makespan are 24,41,0.67
respectively which is depicted in figure 4.

Figure 5. Graph showing the value of best fitness
(Makespan) for case 1

Figure 4. Optimized values of average idle time(1), average
flow time(2) and average machine utilization(3) for case 1
obtained by genetic algorithm

Table 5. Results of Comparison of FMS parameters by
scheduling algorithms for case 2
Makespan Avg. Avg.FlowTime
Avg.
Sequence
Idle
Utilization
Time
TMFR

79

22.5

56.5

0.73

CADB

STPT

121

72.5

48.25

0.40

BCDA

Genetic
Algorithm

67

22

42

0.74

CABD

Figure 6 Optimized values of average idle time(1), average
flow time(2) and average machine utilization(3) for case 2
obtained by genetic algorithm

Table 5 shows the values of performance parameters obtained
by various algorithm for case 2.From the table 5, it can be
seen that the minimum value of makespan is obtained from
genetic algorithm. The minimum value of makespan is 67
(Figure 5) when operation O1, O4, and O8 are processed on
M4,M1 and M3 respectively. The optimized value of average
idle time, average flow time and average machine utilizations
corresponding to minimum value of makespan are 22,42,0.74
respectively which is shown in figure 6.

From the comparison of results of table 4 and table 5, it can be
seen that genetic algorithm is a better approach to tackle
scheduling problem in FMS. Further, the presence of machine
and operational flexibility in FMS provide better sequencing
which optimizes various parameters associated with FMS like
makespan, average idle time, average flow time and machine
utilization.
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20
0
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STPT

GA

Figure 7. Comparison of Makepan by using TMFR, STPT and Genetic Algorithm for case1 and case2

The comparison of results for each case by using TMFR,
STPT and genetic algorithm(Figure 7) shows that the
allocation of operation O1, O4, and O8 to M1,M4 and M2
minimizes the makespan and maximizes machine utilization.
Hence optimum allocation of operation to the machines
should be O1(M1)-O2(M3)-O3(M2)-O4(M4)-O5(M3)-O6(M3)O7(M4)-O8(M2)-O9(M1) for minimizing makespan.
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The present work deals with scheduling in FMS with
the objective of minimizing the makespan under the
assumption that a loading plan is given for operation
allocation. Two types of scheduling algorithmpriority scheduling ( TMFR and STPT) and genetic
algorithm are suggested in this paper. Performance of
these algorithms are compared with each other.
Results have shown that genetic algorithm performs
better than the priority scheduling algorithm.
Genetic algorithm gives minimum value of makespan
in reasonable amount of computation time. Further,
the presence of machine and operational flexibility
improve the performance of FMS.
It was found that the TMFR rule minimizes the value
of makespan while STPT priority rule can be
effectively used for minimizing average flow time.
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